
 Proposal 

 As  more  organizations  jump  on  the  digital  transformation  bandwagon  using  AI  and  ML,  there  has  been  an  emergent  need  to  manage  the 
 plethora  of  ML  assets  generated  along  their  maturity  journey.  The  optimized  management  of  these  assets  drives  ML  excellence  within  an 
 organization (or function), offering actionable business insights and key competitive advantages in an ever evolving technology landscape. 
 In  this  proposal,  the  authors  present  a  working  framework  towards  effective  ML  asset  management.  This  work  draws  inspiration  and  builds  on  the 
 top  of  the  Gartner  Maturity  Model  for  Data  and  Analytics  (ITScore  for  Data  and  Analytics,  October  23,  2017)  by  introducing  a  novel  concept  in  the 
 form  of  AIML  Service  Kits**  to  help  organizations  start  ,  accelerate  ,  scale  ,  synergise  and  transform  in  their  journey  towards  ML  excellence.  As  a 
 part of this talk/panel discussion, the authors propose the following: 

 1.  Define ML assets 
 2.  The need of ML asset management 
 3.  Establish the ML asset management features 
 4.  Introduce  AIML Service Kits  using the famous PPT (People, Process and Technology) management framework 
 5.  Contemplate the evolution and future of ML assets management 

 The  authors  strongly  believe  that  the  proposed  AIML  Service  Kits,  explores  the  solution  space  corresponding  to  ML  asset  management, 
 which  is  one  among  the  key  topics  of  interest  at  WAMLM  2022.  Using  the  aforementioned  solution,  any  AI  business  leader  (key  participants  in  the 
 conference  workshop)  can  map  their  current  state,  identify  the  existing  gaps  and  leverage  the  service  kits  across  people,  process  and  technology  to 
 transition into higher ML maturity levels, either incrementally or transformatively. 

 **  A brief snapshot of the service kits is available at Appendix A of this document 
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